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Abstract: The geological structure of Central Slovak
Neovolcanites is very complicated. In spite of the similarity
of petrographic composition of here occurring rocks, a
characteristic feature of the geological structure is a
considerable heterogeneity of physical conditions in rock
massifs, caused by their petrogenetic and tectonic evolution.
Due to this fact, all engineering activities in the above
mentioned environment are connected with a number of
problems and complications (different bearing value,
permeability and rock material quality of various parts of
rock massif). The heterogeneity of the rock environment
affects especially adversely the prospects of finding a
sufficient quantity of ballast, with a quality corresponding to
requirements on material for rock-fill dams. The paper
presents some results from geological-petrographical and,
subsequently, engineering geological investigations of the
andesite rock mass aimed at choice of suitable quality and
quantity of the rock material for the dam of the water reser-
voir Turcek.
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Introduction

Any technical activity in an exceptionally hetero-
geneous rock environment of an autometamorphi-
cally altered andesite massif brings about a number
of engineering geological problems. The range of
this problems is extended and their gravity in-
creased proportionally with the complexity of the
designed technical work. Hydrotechnical construc-
tions, consisting of a series of objects of different
type and with different requirements, belong gen-
erally to the most complex technical works, having
high demands on the quality of rock mass in which
they should be realised, as well as on the quality of
rock material, used in their construction.

The above facts were to a great extent mani-
fested also during the investigation and the con-

struction of the dam Turcek, situated into a rock
massif of autometamorphically altered andesites.
Engineering geological investigation showed
several controversial problems connected with the
construction of the 59 m high and on the crest 285
m long-fill dam, (problems of loading capacity and
impermeability of the dam underlier, problems of
obtaining the required quality and quantity of rock
material for the dam body etc.), as well as with the
creation and operation of the reservoir itself
(problems of impermeability of the bottom and
slopes of the reservoir, problems of changes of
reservoir banks in the selected regime of
operation, prognosis of its siltation etc.). Several
problems originated or were aggravated only
during the construction of the water reservoir.
From the indicated wide range of engineering
geological problems, we shall deal with two se-
lected groups of problems, in the solution of which
the authors of the contribution were involved. They
are the evaluation of quality of rock material used
for the earth dam body and problems of obtaining
the necessary quantity of material based on a
study of massif loosening in the area of the mate-
rial quarry.

Solving of the above problems was based on the
results of petrographic study of the rocks, followed
by their engineering geological evaluation.

Geological and engineering geological charac-
terisation of the rock mass

The water reservoir Turcek is located in Central
Slovakia, east of the village Dolny Turcek in
Kremnicke vrchy Mts. (Fig. 1). Geographically the
territory belongs to the region of neovolcanites, the
area of volcanic highlands.
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Fig. 1 Location map

The area of interest, a quarry for ballast used for
the dam, occurs NE of the dam profile, partly in the
area of the future reservoir. It is formed of an an-
desite body in the area of the elevation point Spi-
cata (898 m a.s.l.).

This is a considerably inhomogeneous rock envi-
ronment, due to the formation mechanism of extrusive
bodies, accompanying alterations of the material and
tectonic activity. Simultaneously with the formation of
the rock body, autometamorphic processes took place
in some of its parts, especially basal ones, which,
along with other factors, caused deterioration of the
rock material quality In some places there are even
layers of extrusive breccias.

Detailed mapping aimed at determination of
geological structure of the andesite body and dis-
tinguishing the most favourable lithologic type for use
in the dam, complemented by sample collection for
mineralogical, petrographic as well as engineering
geologic analyses, was carried out on about 4 km2 on
the scale 1 : 2 500 (Stolar et al., 1994, Fig.2).

Geological-tectonic structure of the territory

Geological structure of the territory is formed of
the Kremnicke vrchy Mts. volcanic rock complex
The territory is built of three volcanic formations.
The formations are covered by Quaternary fluvial
and debris sediments

The majority of the territory studied is built of the
Kremnicky stit Formation. From its underlier emerges
the Turcek Formation, covered by the Vlci vrch
Formation.

The Turcek Formation is represented by de-
nuded relics of a stratovolcano with pyroxene and
basaltoid andesites, developed in the environment
of the Kremnica graben The Kremnicky stit Forma-
tion, represented by amphibole-pyroxene andesites,
formed successively above the previous one. The
Turcek and the Kremnicky stit Formations are both
severely tectonically affected.

The youngest volcanic formation on the territory un-
der study is the Vlci vrch Formation The formation
represents relics of a small basaltoid andesite strato-
volcano, covering a rugged relief, formed on older

rocks of the above formations. The formation is con-
siderably eroded. The age of the described rock units
is Badenian-Pannonian.

Above the volcanic formations, recent and sub-
recent sediments have been formed during the
Quaternary, especially slope debris and alluvial ones
They are represented by bouldery sandy gravels,
loamy-stony sediments and bouldery debris.

Lithologic characterisation of volcanic
formations

Turcek Formation

The formation occurs on the surface in a narrow
belt at the elev. p. 720 m a.s.l. (Fig. 2). It is a lava
flow of basaltoid andesite and pyroclastic rocks
The lava flow has a thickness of about three me-
ters. The flow consists of bedded or irregularly
cracked massive andesite, dark-grey to black in
colour. The andesite is glassy. In the upper part, the
flow passes into lava breccia. Pyroclastic rocks
consist of dark, glassy andesite with fragment size
of 5 to 50 cm (the proportion of which in the rock is
30 to 60 %). The fragments and blocks in the brec-
cia have angular form. Between them, there is a
groundmass consisting of a tuff-pumice substance.

Kremnicky stit Formation

The formation occurs in the studied territory
above all in the surroundings of the elev. p. 898 m
a.s.l. Spicata and elev. p 855 m a.s.l., as well as on
both sides of the brook Turiec (Fig. 2). Geological
mapping revealed that the formation is represented
by an extrusive body of dome flow type. This means
that the extrusion passes in the upper part into a
thick lava flow, tilting over towards the east and the
west The body displays tabular, sheet or block
jointing. During the formation of the body, its differ-
ent parts developed irregularly. This caused the
formation of different structural and textural charac-
teristics and lithologic phenomena

Vlci vrch Formation

The formation is represented by lava flows in the
area of Sajba (Fig. 2). The lava flows are formed of
massive lava in central parts and lava breccia in the
basal and upper part. Their thickness reaches about
20 to 30 m. Jointing of the rock is tabular or blockwise
Lava breccias are characterised by caked porous to
slaggy fragments 5 to 50 cm in size. The colour of the
breccias is red to black. Groundmass of the breccia is
detritic or it is completely missing.

Lava flows are formed of dark basaltoid an-
desite From petrographic viewpoint the rock is ba-
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F/g. 2 Geological map of the wider surroundings of the quarry of material for the dam Turcek
1-deluvial loamy-stony debris, 2 - alluvial, predominantly gravelly sediments, 3 - the Turcek Formation - lava flows and
basaltoid andesite pyroclastics, 4 - the Kremnicky stit Formation - amphibole-pyroxene andesite extrusive body: I, II, 111 -
distinguished technologic types, 5- the Vlci vrch Formation - lava flows of basaltoid andesites, 6 - others: a-geological
boundaries, b - boundaries of distinguished technologic types, c - mode of deposition..

saltoid andesite with phenocrysts of hyperstene,
augite and plagioclases. The groundmass is hya-
line, composed of plagioclases and pyroxenes.

Engineering geologic characterisation
of the rocks

Material quarry occurs in the rock environment
of the Kremnicky §tit Formation (Fig. 2).

From petrographic viewpoint the volcanic body
of the Kremnicky Stit is built of amphibole-
pyroxene andesite with sporadic occurrence of
biotite. Within this petrographically quasi-homo-
geneous rock massif we distinguished on the
basis of a detailed mapping and petrographic

analyses three rock types, differing significantly in
their properties. Their areal extent is shown in the
geological map (Fig. 2).

They are the following rock types:
Type I - fresh, unaltered andesite
Type II -transitional
Type 111 - porous.

Type I is represented by massive, dark-grey
amphibole-pyroxene andesite, fresh, partly altered.
The andesite is composed of plagioclases, pyrox-
enes, amphiboles and biotites. The groundmass is
hyalopilitic - pilotaxic with sporadic presence of
felsitic matrix (samples TM-1, TM-6, TM-9, Tab 1).
Dark minerals are relatively fresh. Amphiboles have
opaquised margins.
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Tab. 1 Modal composition of samples (%).

Explanations:
plag. = plagioclase,
px-hy - pyroxene - hypersthene,
amph - amphibole,
bt = biotite,

dk. min. = dank minerals,
aggr. = aggregates,
mt-type1 = groundmass hyalopilitic-pilotaxic,
mt-type2 = groundmass felsitic

Tab. 2: Principal distinguishing petrographic characteristics of the andesite types at the locality Turcek

Type II is represented by slightly porous, greyish-
brown to light-brown amphibole-pyroxene andesite,
slightly altered. The andesite is composed of plagio-
clases, pyroxenes and amphiboles. The
groundmass is variable: hyalopilitic-pilotaxic and
felsitic, hyalopilitic-pilotaxic predominating over the
felsitic (see Tab. 1, samples TM-4 and TM-8).

Type III is represented by porous, light-coloured
and light-pink amphibole-pyroxene andesite,
strongly altered. It is composed of plagioclases,

pyroxenes and amphiboles. The groundmass is
felsitic and hyalopilitic-pilotaxic, felsitic groundmass
being predominant (see modal composition in
samples TM-2 and TM-10, Tab. 1). Dark minerals
are areally strongly opaquised (Tab. 2).

The above distinguishing of three basic rock
types conforms to engineering geological assess-
ment of the rocks used as material for the dam.
From engineering geological viewpoint, the type I
rocks have high strength, rocks of the type II high to
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medium and the rock type III is classified among
rocks with medium to low strength.

When describing the rock massif from engineer-
ing geological viewpoint, type I andesite may be
characterised by tabular, less frequently banket
bedding, which, together with irregular, vertical dis-
continuities, causes tabular jointing and blockiness
of the rock, the blocks being of medium size. The
blocks and fragments are characterised by sharp
edges.

The massif with occurrences of type II and III
rocks is usually characterised by irregular disconti-
nuities, without significant ordering into systems,
resulting in predominantly polyhedral blockiness,
with blocks of small to medium size.

Engineering geological assessment of the rock
material and massif in the area of material
quarry

As already mentioned in the introduction, from
the wide range of engineering geological problems
connected with the construction of the water reser-
voir Turcek, we aimed our attention at specific
problems of assessing the quality of rock material
for the dam and evaluating of massif loosening in
the quarry. We base this on the conclusions of ba-
sic geologic mapping and petrographic analyses.

Assessment of the quality of rock material used
in the rock-fill dam body

The considerably variable character of the am-
phibole-pyroxene andesite corresponding to various
grades of its autometamorphic alteration is reflected
quantitatively also in the values of characteristics
describing physical state of the rock. They are
above all the values of some physical and me-
chanical rock material properties (above all density,
porosity, absorption capacity, uniaxial compressive
strength and several others). Marked differences in
these properties in different rock types have been
pointed out already by authors of previous engi-
neering geological investigations in the area of de-
signed water reservoir, when analysing the possi-
bilities of using the rock ballast as construction
material. JadroKi (1971) distinguished in the wider
area of the water reservoir three andesite types (I -
pyroxene-biotite-amphibole andesite, medium to
high-metamorphosed, II - pyroxene-biotite-amphi-
bole andesite, low-metamorphosed, and III - an-
desite agglomerate) and he presented the ranges of
selected rock material properties from the viewpoint
of its use as construction rock ballast. Domanicky
(1988), on the basis of investigations of the territory

with material for the rock-fill dam Turcek, distin-
guished three types of construction ballast (I - dark
grey amphibole-pyroxene andesite, unaltered, II -
pinkish-red autometamorphically altered amphibole-
pyroxene andesite, and III - tuff-breccia)
characterised by selected physical and mechanical
properties.

Assumptions of strong heterogeneity of the
massif in the area of construction ballast deposit
were confirmed after the opening of the quarry in
the year 1993. In the highest part of the massif
(below the elevation points Spicata and 896 m
a.s.l), in the area of benches 1 and 2, partly also 3,
there was relatively fresh, dark-grey andesite .
Starting with bench 3, the character of rock material
significantly deteriorated - in the area of benches 4,
5 and 6 predominated andesite of various alteration
grade, porous, predominantly grey-brown in colour.
From bench 5 and, above all, at bench 6, layers of
porous, light-pink andesite, frequently totally disin-
tegrated, of sandy character, occur significantly. At
the foot of the slope, at bench 7, a body of relatively
fresh, dark-grey andesite was exposed. The alter-
nation of different andesite types from level 3 to the
foot of the slope is very irregular.

The character of rock material in the quarry has
been evaluated from the viewpoint of possible use
as construction material for the rock-fill dam body
independently by workers of the Dionyz Stur Insti-
tute of Geology Bratislava (GUDS) and Faculty of
Natural Sciences, Comenius University (PriF UK),
Bratislava. On the basis of field inspection and
mapping of the exposed quarry area they came in
both cases to the same conclusion regarding the
classification of rock material in 3 basic technologic
types, differing significantly in their physical state.
Each of the distinguished types has been charac-
terised by physical and mechanical properties, im-
portant from the viewpoint of its use as material for
the rock-fill dam. The determined values of proper-
ties of basic three technologic andesite types oc-
curring in the area of material quarry are summa-
rised in Tab. 3.

From the comparison of the results of petro-
graphic analyses (Tab. 1, 2) and physical parame-
ter values (Tab. 3), a relationship between the
mineral composition and properties of the distin-
guished three rock types may be inferred. Absorp-
tion capacity belonging to basic characteristics of
physical state of rock material was determined
(results of GUDS) under specific conditions by per-
manent boiling of the samples during 3 hours, de-
termining thus the active porosity values. The de-
termined values (Tab. 3) correlate well with values
of porosity, indicating good communication of the
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Tab.3 Physical and mechanical properties of the three technologic types of andesite

Explanations

^aver (frequency)

Tab.4: Required properties of rock material for rock-fill dams

*The test with 5 cycles

pores. In the case of gradual frost penetration into
type I andesite, we may expect equalisation of
pressure due to ice crystallisation. Andesites of the
type I are fresh, or only partly altered, porosity of
the above rocks is syngeneic. Andesites of the
types II and III are also characterised by predomi-
nantly syngenetic porosity, however, reaching con-
siderably higher values. At the same time it is im-
portant to know that autometamorphic alteration
processes did not lead to the formation of a signifi-
cant proportion of clayey minerals (up to 1%). Ac-
cording to CabalovA (1978) and other authors, the
presence of clayey minerals has negative effects on
the resistance of altered volcanic rocks to weathering.

When comparing the rock material characteris-
tics with criteria required by various authors for rock
dams (Tab. 4), we come to the conclusion that ma-
terial of the types II and III is for this use unsuitable
Subsequently to these findings, the project of dam
body construction has been adjusted. The surface
of the more requiring water-front side is constructed
of imported granitoid rocks. The surface parts of the
crest of dam as well as its air-exposed side are built
of highest-quality technologic andesite (type I) The
dam body itself is zoned, with various per cent
proportion of technologic andesite of the types II
and III in the zones. The qualitatively most unsuit-
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Fig. 3 Correlation between the strength index at point
load f(5U) and bulk density pd (A), absorption capacity
N(B) and resistance to weathering in Na^SOj solution
(C). Dashed lines are restricting a reliability zone along
the regression line with the probability of 95% (after
HYANKOVA, Szabo, Wagner, 1994). Each correlation is
provided with a relationship corresponding to the
highest value of the correlation coefficient r.

able material (andesite II : III ratio 5 : 5 to 3 : 7) oc-
curs in the core of the dam body.

At mining of the rock ballast it is unavoidable to
asses the qualitative classification of different
charges (blasted rock) according to distinguished
technologic types and to place them according to
this into corresponding zones of the dam body.
Physical state of the rocks is most accurately char-
acterised by physical properties (density, porosity,

absorption capacity), or by the results of special
technologic tests (e.g. resistance against weather-
ing tested by sodium sulphate). Their determination
is however time-consuming and during mining
practically not applicable. Therefore, such proper-
ties of rocks have been looked for, the determina-
tion of which is rapid and easy and the results of
which are well correlable with the values of proper-
ties characterising the physical state of rocks.

The in such cases frequently used determination
of rebound hardness using Schmidt's hammer did
not prove to be applicable in the very heterogene-
ous environment of altered andesites. Considerably
more reliable results have been obtained by point
load test. The test was carried out on samples of
various technologic types of andesite, on which
there were simultaneously determined physical
properties. The obtained results show high correla-
tion between point load strength, bulk density, ab-
sorption capacity and partly also resistance against
weathering (saturation with sodium sulphate so-
lution, Fig. 3). The figure shows only average val-
ues from the set of determinations, as well as point
load tests. From thus deduced relationships, we can
determine limit values of strength at point load,
corresponding to required criteria of rock material
physical properties. For example, if, for rocks used
into surface parts of dam crest and its air-exposed
side, we require volume bulk density of minimum
2500 kgm"3, absorption capacity of approx. 1.3 %
and sufficient weathering resistance, then these
parameters are secured by strength at point load of
above 4 MPa. Point load test may be carried out on
irregular, unprepared samples (rock fragments,
lumps), quickly, in great quantity, directly in the
quarry. Its use makes the decisions on classification
of mined parts of the quarry into required techno-
logic rocks groups more objective and, at the same
time, the test may be used also as a controlling and
verifying method for the assessment of the quality
of mined ballast, as well as of rock ballast incorpo-
rated into the dam body.

Calculation of rock massif loosening

Another separate problem which we attempted
to solve was the assessment of rock massif loosen-
ing in the area of the exploited quarry. This problem
has a practical meaning in connection with correct
determination of the necessary quantity (volume) of
material for the dam. High loosening of the rock
massif requires mining of considerably larger
quantity of material from the quarry, leading at vol-
umes of matter necessary for the earth dam to seri-
ous economic effects.
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The evaluation of the loosening of the massif is
based on detailed documentation of joint parame-
ters (above all orientation, mutual distances, width
and filling). In the case of the evaluation of rock
massif loosening in the area of material quarry for
the dam of the water reservoir Turcek, this was
based on detailed documentation of discontinuities
in survey galleries ST-1 and ST-2 (Fig.2). Only
open discontinuities were taken into consideration.
Their parameters were evaluated in accordance
with the methodical manual (Ondrasik et al., 1983).
In all, 296 discontinuities were selected in the gal-
lery ST-1 and 95 discontinuities in ST-2, i.e. totally 391
discontinuities. For the calculation of loosing we used
the software "PUKLINA" of the Department of En-
gineering Geology, Comenius University, Bratislava.

Adit ST -1

The length of the gallery ST-1 is 90 m. The adit
was in its whole length tunnelled through pink, red-
brown, autometamorphically altered amphibole-py-
roxene andesite (DomanickY, 1988) of the type II.

For the calculation of loosening, from available
data, 296 discontinuities were taken into considera-
tion. On the basis of evaluation of their spatial po-
sition, 9 fracture systems were distinguished.

The software PUKLINA is using the formula for
the calculation of rock massif loosening (lm)
according to OndrAsik et a!., (1983):

where 5a, - is average discontinuity width in the
system i,

a, - is average distance between discontinui-
ties of the system i,

n - is the number of discontinuity systems in
a given massif volume.

For andesite of the type II in the gallery ST-1,
the value of loosening index I™ = 9.8 %.

Gallery ST-2

The gallery §T-2 had a total length of 58.8 m.
According to DomanickY (1988), it cut across two
andesite types:

1 - amphibole-pyroxene, dark-grey unaltered an-
desite (type I)

2 - pink, red-brown, autometamorphically altered
amphibole-pyroxene andesite (type II)

Both types are alternating along the gallery,
forming separate sections - three sections with a
total length of 30.6 m (sections A, B, C) in the rock
type I and two sections with a total length of 24.8 m

(sections D and E) in the rock type II. The adit
mouth section has not been evaluated.

The following values of loosening index \m (%)
have been calculated according to the formula (1)
for different sections:
A 1.9, B 3.6, C 5.9, D 17.3, E 7.6

Average values of \m for different andesite types
in the gallery ST-2 and general \m of the rock
massif along the course of the gallery has been cal-
culated according to the formula for the calculation
of weighted arithmetic mean:

where l^ - is loosening index for section i of the
gallery,

n - is the number of discontinuities in the section
i of the gallery,

k - is the number of sections in the gallery.

For andesite of the type I, average value of the
loosening index l^ = 3.78 %.

For andesite of the type II in the gallery ST-2,
average derived loosening index value \m = 12.2 %.

For andesite of the type II in both galleries, av-
erage value of loosening index calculated using the
formula (2) is \m= 10.2%.

The above relatively very high values of massif
loosening may be partly reduced if we take into
consideration the average per cent filling of discon-
tinuities.

Conclusion

On the basis of petrographic and engineering
geologic analyses and evaluation it may be stated
that the andesite body from which rock ballast for
the construction of the water reservoir dam Turcek
is mined is characterised by marked inhomogeneity.
The formation of the body by extrusion with gradual
pushing of the material from the vent led to the
formation of zones and layers of andesite, which
differ considerably in their petrographic composition
and above all development of groundmass. The
variability of petrographic composition is reflected
also in the variability of quality indicators of rock
ballast. The qualitatively different zones are how-
ever not sharply restricted and transitions between
them may be characterised as gradual, or the pe-
trographic types are mutually mixing and alternat-
ing. The transition of the extrusive body into a
"dome flow" body type in the upper part of the ex-
trusion, with north- and south-dipping lava flows
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caused the formation of another rock type, with dif-
ferent petrographic development and thus different,
more favourable quality parameters. To the con-
trary, the result of autometamorphic processes in
the lower part of the extrusive body is alteration of
minerals, causing unfavourable quality parameters
of the rocks. Tectonic activity led to the formation of
disintegration structures in the body.

From the viewpoint of the use of the rock ballast in
the rock-fill dam of the water reservoir, as favourable
may be regarded only the minimum occurrence of
clayey minerals, representing the products of alteration
processes Petrographic analysis did not reveal
propylitisation of the rocks The relatively low values of
absorption capacity and active porosity allow to
assume considerable resistance of type I amphibole-
pyroxene andesite to weathering factors. These
indicators, as well as higher alteration grade are
unfavourable at andesites of the type II and III. A
practical result of these findings is the fact that the
above technologic rock types are to be used only in
those parts of the dam body where they shall not be
exposed to weathering.

Calculations have shown also relatively high
loosening of the rock massif in the area of the ma-
terial quarry. The loosening values are significantly
hogher in andesites of the technologic types II and III.

The investigations have shown the usefulness of
mutually connected petrographic and engineering
geological methods of rock environment evaluation,
allowing to design optimum methods for solving
practical problems of the construction large tech-
nical works.
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